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INDOOR BLIMPS
Indoor blimps offer an excellent support for
advertising in buildings like sports arenas, conference
Our blimps are delivered ready to fly. Each
blimp is hand built and thoroughly tested
before delivery. Included with each blimp:
-

Single ply envelope
6 Channel computerized JR Graupner
MX12 2.4 Ghz anti jamming system
Top of the line servos
CNC Carbon fibre propeller guards
Fast Digital Chargers 12V and 220V
and charging leads for all batteries
Lithium polymer motor batteries (1
set)
Heavy duty electronic speed
controllers

Max speed of all indoor zepp are 25-30
Km/h
They are very easy to fly, no experience is
required.
Our blimps come ready to fly.

Size

Price

MZ 4000

4490 USD

MZ 4500

4620 USD

MZ 5000

4990 USD

MZ 6000

5145 USD

OPTIONS:
-

Mini CCD camera tilt/pan with HF
system
Transparent envelope
Two plies envelope nylon /PU
Coupon dropper, 20 card capacity
Inner lighting

These RC blimps are currently available in
sizes between 4 to 6 meters. All envelopes
are single ply.
Please visit our website for specifications
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OUTDOOR BLIMPS, SINGLE & TWIN ENGINE

Outdoor aerial advertising is extremely visible.
They make powerful statements incomparable
to any other means of advertising. One easily
remembers an airship as it gracefully flies by.
Every blimps are delivered ready to fly and include:
- Two plies envelopes
- 6 to 10 Channel computerized 2.4 Ghz anti jamming system
- Top of the line servos
- Propeller guards
- Fast Digital Chargers 12V and 220V and charging leads for all
batteries
- Lithium polymer motor batteries (1 set)
- Heavy duty electronic speed controllers
Size

Single Engine

Twin Engine

MZ 6000

7150 USD

9’900 USD

MZ 7000

7470 USD

10’450 USD

MZ 8000

7660 USD

10’650 USD

MZ 9000

10’900 USD

14’462 USD

MZ 10’000

11’690 USD

15’200 USD

MZ 11’000

14’300 USD

18’950 USD

MZ 12’000

17’120 USD

21’510 USD

MZ 13’000

18’900 USD

23’850 USD

MZ 14’000

20’800 USD

25’900 USD

All complete sets of blimps are test flown before delivery
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Following options are available for our blimps.
Inner lighting
This option allows more visibility when you fly in concert arenas
Price is 350 USD for indoor blimps, 900 USD for outdoor blimps.

For outdoor models, we can add a motor in the bottom thin to
help the blimp to turn in close space. This motor is included in
the indoor series.
Price is 490 USD .

Higher autonomy / multiple batteries packs
If your projects require longer flights, we can add more
batteries to your blimp

Picture will be
available soon

OPTIONS

Back motor for MZ7000-MZ8000

Safety drop line 50 meters
We developed a safety drop line that you can use in case of
emergency (self or fail-safe deployment).

Other projects ?
We are specialist in custom build options, please fell free to ask
us about your special needs for your project.
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Blimps have higher payload than multicopters,
they fly longer and have less vibrations.
We can adapt most of the market 3 axis gimbals on our blimps with our fix-and-fly
system.
The systems can be completed with following options depending your goals
•
•
•

Remote shutter, focus, zoom control for various cameras and camcorders
Motorised support for patch antenna, improve range and signal quality
OSD (on screen display), it allow you to know
altitude, distance from pilot, direction to
pilot, speed, battery voltage, current, mAh

CAMERA GIMBALS

- Ipsum
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Anabatic
High quality Swiss blimp manufacturer
Aerial service provider
Specialist in advertising with blimps

Anabatic.AERO
Chemin du Grand-Pré 2
1184 Luins
Switzerland
www.anabatic.aero

